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INTRODUCTION
This memo summarizes the current literature on issues regarding voting system technology.  The 
majority of jurisdictions in the United States use either optical scan or digital recording 
equipment (DRE) voting systems.  Each type and model voting machine represents a trade-off 
between cost, usability, reliability, and security.  This memo begins with an overview of the 
recent history of voting machines and the types used in the United States, then discusses reported 
issues of malfunctioning voting machines and security risks to electronic voting systems and the 
vote counting process.  The memo concludes with proposed solutions, recommendations, and 
best practices.  An annotated bibliography follows.

Federal statutory background
In the wake of the 2000 election, Congress passed the Help America Vote Act (HAVA), which 
established standards for voting equipment (42 U.S.C. § 15481):

● Voting systems must notify the voter when he selected more than one candidate for a 
single office on the ballot;

● Voting system must notify the voter before the ballot is cast and counted of the effect of 
casting multiple votes for the office;

● Voting system must provide the voter with the opportunity to correct the ballot before the 
ballot is cast and counted.

HAVA also provided significant funding for states and counties to purchase new voting 
machines (Lawyer’s Committee for Civil Rights Under the Law, 2013; Charles Stewart III, 
2013):

● Most jurisdictions at the time of HAVA did not have electronic voting systems, relying 
instead on punch cards, lever machines, and hand counted paper ballots.  But with the 
new HAVA standards and HAVA money, jurisdictions purchased more technologically 
advanced voting systems—direct recording equipment (DRE) machines and optically 
scanning paper ballot systems.

● HAVA funding was not continuously provided but rather was a lump sum disbursement; 
jurisdictions that initially purchased the expensive new voting systems did not have 
money to repair them as they inevitably broke or wore down, to purchase new machines 
when the initial ones became obsolete, or to add new machines as their population grew.

● After HAVA, jurisdictions mostly purchased DRE machines but after a few years of 
explosive growth most local election officials stopped adopting more DRE machines 
because of security concerns and the expense of maintaining DRE machines.

● In place of DRE machines, election officials have purchased optical scanners and nearly 
abandoned punch cards, lever machines, and hand counted paper ballots completely, so 
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that by the 2008 election 58% of voters were using optical scanners and 30% were using 
DRE machines.

● The differences in technology adoption are driven by when the locality purchased the 
machines (purchases in the early 2000s more likely to be DREs, those in the mid to 
late 2000s more likely to be optical scanners), state laws that mandate a certain kind of 
technology, and county size (larger counties more likely to use optical scanners), but not 
racial composition or median income.

Significantly, HAVA also created the United States Election Assistance Commission (EAC):
● The EAC collects nationwide election data and promulgates guidance for HAVA 

compliance.
● The EAC also certifies voting systems and accredits labs that test voting systems.
● HAVA’s Technical Guidelines Development Committee published Voluntary Voting 

System Guidelines in 2005, although these were not approved by the EAC.  Those 
guidelines build on voluntary standards from the Federal Election Commission, published 
in 1990 and updated in 2001.

Voting systems
U.S. jurisdictions currently use four types of voting systems (Verified Voting Foundation):

● Optical Scan Paper Ballot Systems
○ Voters mark paper ballots by filling in bubbles or connecting ends of an arrow.  

The ballots are counted by optical scanning machines, either at each precinct or at 
a central location.

● Direct Recording Equipment (DRE) Systems
○ The voter uses buttons or a touchscreen to make selections.  Votes are recorded 

into computer memory on a cartridge, diskette, or smart card.
○ Some DRE machines have Voter Verified Paper Audit Trail systems, which print 

a record of the voter’s selections in real time, allowing the voter to confirm their 
choices before they are stored in memory.  The paper record is stored by election 
officials, and can be used for recounts or audits.  (See, e.g., Verified Voting 
Foundation, “Hart Intercivic eSlate” or “ES&S iVotronic” for explanations and 
video examples).

● Ballot Marking Devices
○ To assist voters with disabilities, these systems translate inputs on a touchscreen 

or buttons into marks on a paper ballot, which can then be scanned or hand 
counted.  Ballot marking systems have audio interfaces and other accessibility 
features.

● Hand Counted Paper Ballots
○ Ballots marked by voters are counted by hand.  Manual counts are still used in 

some jurisdictions as a primary method or for counting absentee ballots; paper 
ballots may also be hand counted in a recount.
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Two additional types of systems have largely been phased out after HAVA:
● Punch Card Voting Systems

○ Voters punch holes in a card that is aligned in the machine with a list of 
candidates.  The cards are then counted by computer.  As of 2012, punch card 
systems were used by only four counties in Idaho.

● Mechanical Lever Voting Machines
○ Voters make selections using a series of switches, and then throw a master lever 

to cast their votes, which are recorded by incrementing mechanical rotors.  Lever 
machines are no longer used in the United States. 

Research in California, Maryland, North Carolina, Miami Dade County, FL, and Butler County, 
OH found that the cost of implementing optical scan systems was less than for DRE systems.  
(Pew 2012).  

• For example, Miami-Dade County estimated it could save $13 million over five years by 
switching from DRE to optical scan systems.

Residual vote rate
The residual vote rate is a metric, based on the number of ballots that fail to contain a legitimate 
vote, that can be used to evaluate the comparative performance of election systems (Charles 
Stewart III, March 2013)

● The number of residual votes for a given race is calculated by adding the number of 
overvotes, where the voter selects too many candidates for a given race, to the number of 
undervotes, where the voter selects too few candidates for a given race.  The residual vote 
rate is the number of residual votes divided by total turnout for the given race.

● While the residual vote rate is an effective metric at comparing the performance of 
particular voting machine technologies it is not able to disaggregate the source of a 
problem among user error, machine malfunction, or precinct mistake.

● In a study of the 2008 presidential election, it was found that DRE machines and optical 
scanners had similar levels of low residual votes.  While precincts with DRE machines 
had longer lines than those with optical scanners, the difference had little to do with the 
DRE machines themselves, and rather to do with the types of communities that are most 
likely to have DRE machines.  Also, voters had lower confidence in DRE machines than 
optical scanners, with the confidence difference more pronounced among liberals than 
conservatives.

● The national residual vote rate has dropped over time, from 1988 to 2008, in part because 
punch card machines have been replaced with DRE machines and optical scanners which 
prompt voters when they make errors.
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SCOPE OF THE PROBLEM

Malfunctions
Existing state laws can make it difficult to purchase new or additional voting equipment or to 
deal with election day problems:

● Some current state laws prohibit jurisdictions from replacing DRE machines as they 
break down or as additional machines are needed to keep pace with growing voter 
population.  And some state laws also prohibit local election officials from distributing 
emergency paper ballots if there are any functioning DRE machines in a precinct.  That 
means that if some machines break down, creating long lines and voter frustration, local 
election officials cannot use emergency paper ballots unless all of the machines in the 
precinct malfunction.  (Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights Under the Law, 2013). 

The wait time for optical scanning equipment in the 2008 presidential election was about 11 
minutes, DRE machines was about 17 minutes, lever machines was about 8 minutes, and hand 
counted paper was about 2 minutes.
Sources of delay or malfunctions for DRE machines (ABA Standing Committee on Election 
Law, May 2013):

● Too few machines in a precinct both at the beginning of election day and as machines 
inevitably break; lack of replacements or fixes available.

● Machines breaking because the screen freezes, unexpectedly shuts down, or flips a 
voter’s choice so that the machine registers a different choice than the one the voter 
intended.

● Machines are expensive so they are more difficult to add when turnout is high or 
population grows.

● Poorly training poll workers who provide inaccurate advice, do not know how to fix 
machines that malfunction, or who do not know how to audit the paper trail properly.

● Voters not having confidence in a particular type of technology because of previous poor 
experiences with that type of machine, second hand accounts of malfunctions with that 
type of machine, or distrust of technology generally especially touchscreen machines.  
This leads to long lines as voters wait for their preferred machines, often paper ballots or 
optical scanners.

Sources of delay or malfunctions for optical scanners (ABA Standing Committee on Election 
Law, May 2013):

● Too few machines in a precinct both at the beginning of election day and as machines 
inevitably break; lack of replacements or fixes available.

● Too few paper ballots so that if turnout at a precinct is higher than expected it can run out 
of physical ballots.

● Machines breaking because they jam while scanning the paper ballot.
● Poorly training poll workers who provide inaccurate advice, do not know how to fix 

machines that malfunction, or who do not know how to audit the paper trail properly.
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● Long ballots means it takes local election officials more time to scan, which can cause 
delays.

Lack of information sharing (Brennan Center, 2010):
● Repeatedly the same problems afflict the same systems but in different jurisdictions in 

different elections, yet local election officials have no central location where they can 
find comprehensive information about problems discovered with their system before each 
election.  

● The EAC reporting regime requires voting system vendors to report “malfunctions” 
of EAC certified systems.  Malfunction is defined as “a failure of a voting system, not 
caused solely by operator or administrative error, which causes the system to cease 
operation during a Federal election or otherwise results in data loss.”  Malfunction reports 
are posted on EAC’s website.

● Notification of malfunctions to EAC are only required for federal elections, and only for 
specific types of malfunction.  For example, malfunctions that occur in testing prior to an 
election may not be reported.   

● Currently election officials rely nearly exclusively on vendors to disclose malfunctions, 
vulnerabilities, and problems that the vendors have discovered themselves or have had 
reported to them by other election officials.

● Usually vendors have no legal obligation to notify election officials, a federal agency, 
or the public about problems with their systems, and in fact, they usually have strong 
economic incentives to hide evidence of their systems malfunctioning.

● Had election officials known about the vulnerabilities their machines face and the 
common problems with their machines along with proven solutions, they would be able 
to prevent issues from arising and resolve them more quickly.

Security Concerns
Each type of voting system technology introduces security risks into the system, as do 
procedures for maintaining chain of custody over the systems, oversight and training of election 
officials, and other human factors.  While the media has focused on the real risks of “hacking” 
of computerized systems and the lack of auditable paper trails for certain DRE systems, there 
are security risks to every voting system, including those that use paper ballots.  There are risks 
and trade-offs between security, auditability, usability, and cost across different systems and 
procedures.

Security Vulnerabilities
Possible security risk pathways include:

● Physical access, especially vulnerable components such as memory cards and computer 
ports;

● Computer system access, via either physical or cyber attack;
● Vulnerability to computer viruses;
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● Hardware errors;
● Software errors;
● Cryptography;
● Human error;
● Chain of custody;
● Manipulation by poll workers.

A malicious attack could exploit a vulnerability to produce a variety of different types of 
fraudulent actions or errors, such as:

● Miscounting of votes;
● Manipulation of vote totals during or after voting;
● Violations of voter privacy;
● Causing systems to crash or become unusable;
● Premature voting or ability to vote abandoned ballots.

In recent years, multiple groups have documented successful hacking attacks against electronic 
voting systems (Caltech/MIT 2012):

● A U.C. Berkeley team found, as part of California’s “top-to-bottom” review of its voting 
systems, that Sequoia AVC Edge DRE machines lacked data integrity safeguards, used 
flawed or imperfectly implemented cryptography, had ineffective computer access 
control mechanisms, and contained “numerous” programming errors that created or 
expanded vulnerabilities. (Blaze et al. 2007).

● An expert-witness report by Princeton researchers for litigation in New Jersey found 
Sequoia AVC Advantage DRE systems could hacked to steal votes by replacing a 
machine’s firmware.  The hack could be accomplished by an attacker with only “ordinary 
training” in computer science, took seven minutes to execute, could spread virally 
through machines in a precinct, could be used to manipulate vote tallies or divulge 
voters’ choices, and was practically undetectable. (Appel et al. 2008).

● In 2011, researchers at Argonne National Laboratory demonstrated three types of attacks 
on Diebold touchscreen DRE machines.  These hacks required less than $30 in parts 
and were untraceable.  The researchers noted the need to focus on physical security of 
electronic voting machines as well as “cyber” threats.  (Vulnerability Assessment Team 
website; Friedman 2011).

● Wagner et al. (2006) found serious but fixable security vulnerabilities in the AccuBasic 
language interpreter for two types of Diebold optical scan and touchscreen systems.  
An attacker could insert code allowing him to control the system or modify results by 
accessing the machines’ memory cards.  These attacks would not be discoverable without 
examination of the paper ballots.

● Feldman et al. (2007) also found Diebold machines “vulnerable to extremely serious 
attacks,” including the ability of a hacker to insert malicious code that could spread to 
other machines in the course of normal operation.  The study concluded that changes 
were needed to the hardware and software of the machines, as well as to the procedures 
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for using the machines, to fix the vulnerabilities.
● However, vulnerabilities to electronic voting machines may also apply to the electronics 

used to count paper ballots in optical scan systems.  (Alvarez and Hall 2010).
As with the reporting of system malfunctions, the current reporting regime fails to protect and 
inform voters and election officials about security threats.  

• There is no central clearinghouse where jurisdictions can obtain information about 
security risks to the systems they use, and vendors are not required to disseminate 
information about discovered threats to all jurisdictions using a particular system.  
(Brennan Center 2010).

The current federal certification regime is also inadequate. 
• The EAC notification regime only applies to EAC certified systems.  The EAC did not 

start certifying voting systems until 2009, only around 1% of U.S. jurisdictions use EAC 
certified systems as of 2010.  Most states do not have funding available for the purchase 
of new system, since most systems were purchased earlier in the decade through HAVA.  

• Further, most states do not require than new equipment be EAC certified.  (Brennan 
Center 2010).  Certification alone, of course, does not provide any safeguard against 
misuse of or tampering with machines, human error such as incorrect programming, or 
undetected exploits.  (Caltech/MIT 2012).

Auditing
Post-election audits are methods to test the integrity of vote counting systems.  Auditing 
methods include verification of reported precinct vote counts, inspection of voting machines, and 
comparing results from electronic voting systems to paper audit trails or ballots.  A full manual 
recount of paper ballots would constitute the most thorough audit, but is also the most costly.  
For a given margin of victory, random testing of a smaller sample of ballots or machines can 
audit an election to a specified level of statistical confidence at reduced cost. (Aslam et al. 2008).

● Currently at least half of the states conduct some type of post-election audit.  Post-
election auditing may be less costly than pre-election certification of voting systems.  
(Caltech/MIT 2012).

● For example, California law requires that 1% of all precincts are audited.  A random 
process for choosing which precincts to audit adds security.  However, large jurisdictions 
are sometimes notified of their selection before they have finished initial tallies of, for 
example, absentee ballots.  (Hall 2008).

● For jurisdictions with DRE systems, the only possible post-election audits are verifying 
that the totals in memory were reported correctly and inspecting voting machines for 
evidence of tampering.  As of 2008, twelve states allow voting systems that do not 
produce any paper record.  (Hall 2008).

● Statistical auditing methods can reduce costs.  For example, the sample size for an audit 
can be varied by the size of the precinct being audited.  (Aslam et al. 2008)  Statistical 
methods can ensure at a given confidence level that errors will be found if they exist.  If 
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errors are found, the size and scope of the audit can be increased until the auditor is able 
to confirm or reject the reliability of the outcome.  (Stark 2008).

● Requiring paper audit trails may frustrate the development of other solutions; 
technological and cryptographic solutions may prove better than paper audits for 
auditability and verifiability.  (Alvarez and Hall 2010).

The Caltech/MIT Voting Technology (2012) report notes several trends in voting system security 
over the past decade:

● “A strong movement away from all-electronic voting systems, toward voting systems 
based on paper ballots: Increased interest in post-election auditing; Strong interest from 
computer security experts and cryptographers in the problems of voting system security; 
Some jurisdictions (such as Travis County, Texas) taking the design of voting systems 
into their own hands, in consultation with expert advisory boards.”

● However, the report also notes several trends it finds worrying, including increased 
interest in voting by mail and over the internet; auditing challenges posed by ranked-
choice and instant-runoff voting systems; problems with the federal certification; and 
problems with centralization, transparency, and research and development among voting 
system vendors. 

● Overall, the Caltech/MIT authors find it difficult to conclude whether election security 
has improved since 2000, due to a lack of systematic data.  While the incidence of federal 
prosecutions suggests low incidence of fraud (bolstered by statistical studies such as 
Mebane 2008), the problem has not been sufficiently studied.  (Caltech/MIT 2012)

POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS

Malfunctions
Number of voting machines (ABA Standing Committee on Election Law, May 2013):

● Relax state laws that prohibit jurisdictions from purchasing new machines or new kinds 
of machines.

● Spend money to purchase more machines to have backups in the case of election day 
failures that cannot be fixed and to ease long lines that inevitably build up on election 
day.

● Shift resources to purchasing more optical scan paper ballot systems and away from DRE 
machines because the former are less expensive, more reliable, and more auditable.

Emergency paper ballots (ABA Standing Committee on Election Law, May 2013):
● Relax state laws that prohibit jurisdictions from distributing emergency paper ballots 

when some, rather than all, DRE machines in a precinct malfunction.
● Ensure that the paper ballots are labeled as emergency ones that are not confused with 

provisional or absentee ballots.
More effective voting machine messages (Brennan Center, 2012):
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● When voters undervote or overvote the voting machine should prompt the voter with a 
clear message written in plain English that the voter has selected too many (overvote) 
or too few (undervote) choices for a particular race and the consequences of their action 
(vote will not be counted).

● Ideally the voting machine system will not permit the voter to proceed to the next race or 
submit their ballot without correcting the overvoting error (this should not be extended 
to undervoting errors because voters may have legitimate reasons for abstaining from a 
particular race).

● The key to an effective message is immediate feedback that is easily comprehensible 
based on design and language.

Creation of a national database (Brennan Center, 2010):
● A new federal regulatory system centered on a national clearinghouse for voting system 

problems that is publicly available, searchable, and comprises election official, vendor, 
and voter reported problems.

● Vendors must be legally required to report to the database and appropriate agency known 
or suspected failures and vulnerabilities, customer complaints, warranty claims, and 
remedial actions taken.

● Empower a federal agency such as the EAC to investigate voting system malfunctions 
and vulnerabilities, give the agency subpoena power, allow it to require that vendors keep 
records of known or suspected problems, and allow the agency to assess penalties for 
noncompliance.

Interim national database (Brennan Center, 2010):
● Should the mandatory national database not be feasible or take a long time to implement, 

election officials in the meantime can negotiate better contracts with vendors that requires 
them to disclose problems that other election officials report to them.

● Election officials can agitate for states or vendors to create their own databases or the 
federal government can create a voluntary one.

Security Concerns
Use of Comprehensive Risk Assessments: 

● Election risk assessments should cover all aspects of the election process, including both 
voting machines and human processes (for example, the Sandia National Laboratories 
Vulnerability Assessment Model).  (Alvarez and Hall 2010).

● Hold all voting systems to the same level of threat-risk scrutiny.  (Alvarez and Hall 
2010).

● Keep in mind that applying technological solutions to one problem may introduce other 
problems. (Bishop and Wagner 2007).

● “De-emphasize standards for security, aside from requirements for voter privacy and for 
auditability of election outcomes.”  Beyond minimal security standards, substitute post-
election auditing for more thorough equipment certification. (Caltech/MIT 2012).
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Software Independence
● A “software independent” system is defined as one where a software error cannot cause 

an undetectable error in an election outcome.
● “This notion was proposed for adoption as part of the federal voting system certification 

standards (2005 Voluntary Voting System Guidelines). The notion does not exclude the 
use of software, but recognizes the extraordinary difficulty of producing correct software, 
by requiring that election outcomes produced by software-based voting systems be 
checkable by other means; the simplest software- independent approach is to complement 
such systems with voter-verifiable paper ballots.” (Caltech/MIT 2012).

End-to-End Voting Systems
● End-to-end voting systems allow the voter to verify that his vote was cast as intended, 

allow the voter to verify that the vote was recorded as cast, and allow anyone (for 
example, election officials, candidates, or courts) to verify that a vote was tallied as 
recorded.  These systems typically use encryption to allow voters to check that their votes 
were correctly tallied.  Such methods are beyond current system capabilities.  (Caltech/
MIT 2012).

Auditing
● Use mandatory compliance and risk-limiting audits, with a focus on regulation of the 

election evidence trail.  (Stark and Wagner 2012).
● Holistic auditing of the entire election process, including both vote counting systems and 

the procedures used by election officials.
● For post-election audits, use statistical methods to ensure both the detection of errors in 

vote counting and the reliability of election outcomes.  (e.g., Stark 2008).
Improved Federal Standards (Caltech/MIT 2012):

● Harmonize voting system requirements across states, to reduce costs and create a less 
fragmented market.  

● Standardized, public formats for data generated by voting systems.
● A central clearinghouse for best practices and reporting of security threats and fixes.
● Ownership of data by jurisdiction and election officials, rather than vendors. 
● An emphasis on ensuring auditable and verifiable elections, and the creation of uniform 

standards for audits.
● Standardize best practices for chain of custody and election day operating procedures. 

(Alvarez and Hall 2008).
Funding and R&D:

● Increased funding for research into election systems and election forensics.
● Research should attempt to address three essential questions: “To what extent has 

fraud occurred in previous elections?; Are voting systems returning the correct election 
outcome?; Are voting systems providing good evidence for the correctness of the election 
outcomes they are reporting? Is the outcome verifiable?”  (Caltech/MIT 2012).
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• Tapping the knowledge and resources of America’s computing and information 
technology industries, which have so far stayed out of the voting systems business.
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